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(54) ELEVATOR INSPECTION USING AUTOMATED SEQUENCING OF CAMERA PRESETS

(57) An elevator system is provided. Aspects in-
cludes at least one elevator car (304) and a camera (310)
affixed to the at least one elevator car (304), wherein the
camera (310) is operated by a controller (302). The con-
troller (302) is configured to automatically capture, from

the camera (310), media associated with a set of loca-
tions, wherein the set of locations are associated with
the at least one elevator car (304). A transceiver transmits
one or more sequences of the media captured from the
camera (310).
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The subject matter disclosed herein generally
relates to elevator systems and, more particularly, to el-
evator inspection using automated sequencing of cam-
era presets.
[0002] For inspection of an elevator system, a mechan-
ic physically inspects the top and the bottom of an ele-
vator car to inspect various components of the elevator
system. Due to the confined nature of an elevator system,
physical inspection of components of an elevator car can
be difficult.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

[0003] According to one embodiment, an elevator sys-
tem is provided. The elevator system includes at least
one elevator car and a camera affixed to the at least one
elevator car, wherein the camera is operated by a con-
troller. The controller is configured to automatically cap-
ture, from the camera, media associated with a set of
locations, wherein the set of locations are associated with
the at least one elevator car. A transceiver transmits one
or more sequences of the media captured from the cam-
era.
[0004] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the camera is a
first camera and a second camera affixed to the at least
one elevator car, wherein the second camera is operated
by the controller. The controller is configured to automat-
ically capture, from the second camera, media associat-
ed with the set of locations. And a transceiver transmits
one or more sequences of the media captured from the
second camera.
[0005] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the media com-
prises at least one of an image and a video.
[0006] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the media asso-
ciated with the set of locations is captured at a first time
and that the set of locations comprise locations associ-
ated with components of the at least one elevator car.
The controller is configured to automatically capture,
from the camera, second media associated with the set
of locations, wherein the second media is captured at a
second time. And that the second time is different from
the first time. The controller is configured to compare the
media to the second media to determine a change to at
least one of the components of the at least one elevator
car and transmit an alert based at least on the change
to the at least one of the components.
[0007] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments

of the elevator system may include that the controller is
further configured to receive reference media associated
with the set of locations, compare the media to the ref-
erence media to determine a change to at least one of
the components of the at least one elevator car, and
transmit an alert based at least on the change to the at
least one of the components.
[0008] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the reference
media comprises media captured during an inspection
of one or more components associated with the set of
locations.
[0009] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that wherein the ref-
erence media comprises media of one or more compo-
nents associated with the set of locations that are oper-
ating within normal tolerances.
[0010] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the one or more
sequences of the media are transmitted periodically.
[0011] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the media trans-
mitted periodically is according to an elevator inspection
schedule.
[0012] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the elevator in-
spection schedule comprises the set of locations asso-
ciated with the at least one elevator car.
[0013] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the one or more
sequences of the media captured from the camera can
be based at least in part on a type of inspection.
[0014] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the elevator system may include that the one or more
sequences of the media captured from the camera can
be based at least in part on a user input.
[0015] According to one embodiment, a method is pro-
vided. The method includes receiving, by a processor, a
request to inspect an elevator car in an elevator system,
wherein a camera is affixed to the elevator car. Capturing,
from the camera, media associated with a set of loca-
tions, wherein the set of locations are associated with
the elevator car and transmitting, a sequence of media
captured from the camera.
[0016] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the method may include that the camera is a first cam-
era and further comprising capturing, from a second cam-
era, media associated with the set of locations and trans-
mitting a second sequence of media captured from the
second camera.
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[0017] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the method may include that the media comprises at
least one of an image and a video.
[0018] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the method may include that the media associated with
the set of locations is captured at a first time, wherein the
set of locations comprise locations associated with com-
ponents of the at least one elevator car. And automati-
cally capturing, from the plurality of cameras, second me-
dia associated with the set of locations, wherein the sec-
ond media is captured at second time, and wherein the
second time is different from the first time. The media is
compared to the second media to determine a change
to at least one of the components of the at least one
elevator car and an alert is transmitted based at least on
the change to the at least one of the components.
[0019] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the method may include that the one or more sequenc-
es of the media are transmitted periodically
[0020] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the method may include that the media transmitted
periodically is according to an elevator inspection sched-
ule.
[0021] According to one embodiment, an escalator
system is provided. The escalator system includes a pas-
senger riding area defined by a continuous loop of steps,
one or more balustrades, and one or more handrails, a
drive system, at least one machine room and a camera
affixed to at least one portion of the escalator system,
wherein the camera is operated by a controller. The con-
troller is configured to automatically capture, from the
camera, media associated with a set of locations, where-
in the set of locations are associated with the escalator
system. A transceiver transmits one or more sequences
of the media captured from the camera.
[0022] In addition to one or more of the features de-
scribed above, or as an alternative, further embodiments
of the escalator system may include that the media com-
prises at least one of an image and a video.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] The present disclosure is illustrated by way of
example and not limited in the accompanying figures in
which like reference numerals indicate similar elements.

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of an elevator sys-
tem that may employ various embodiments of the
disclosure;

FIG. 2 depicts a block diagram of a computer system
for use in implementing one or more embodiments
of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 depicts a block diagram of a system for in-
specting an elevator system according to one or
more embodiments of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 depicts a flow diagram of a method for in-
specting an elevator system according to one or
more embodiments of the disclosure; and

FIG. 5 is a perspective view of escalator according
to one or more embodiments of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] As shown and described herein, various fea-
tures of the disclosure will be presented. Various embod-
iments may have the same or similar features and thus
the same or similar features may be labeled with the
same reference numeral, but preceded by a different first
number indicating the figure to which the feature is
shown. Thus, for example, element "a" that is shown in
FIG. X may be labeled "Xa" and a similar feature in FIG.
Z may be labeled "Za." Although similar reference num-
bers may be used in a generic sense, various embodi-
ments will be described and various features may include
changes, alterations, modifications, etc. as will be appre-
ciated by those of skill in the art, whether explicitly de-
scribed or otherwise would be appreciated by those of
skill in the art.
[0025] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an elevator sys-
tem 101 including an elevator car 103, a counterweight
105, a roping 107, a guide rail 109, a machine 111, a
position encoder 113, and a controller 115. The elevator
car 103 and counterweight 105 are connected to each
other by the roping 107. The roping 107 may include or
be configured as, for example, ropes, steel cables, and/or
coated-steel belts. The counterweight 105 is configured
to balance a load of the elevator car 103 and is configured
to facilitate movement of the elevator car 103 concurrent-
ly and in an opposite direction with respect to the coun-
terweight 105 within an elevator shaft 117 and along the
guide rail 109.
[0026] The roping 107 engages the machine 111,
which is part of an overhead structure of the elevator
system 101. The machine 111 is configured to control
movement between the elevator car 103 and the coun-
terweight 105. The position encoder 113 may be mount-
ed on an upper sheave of a speed-governor system 119
and may be configured to provide position signals related
to a position of the elevator car 103 within the elevator
shaft 117. In other embodiments, the position encoder
113 may be directly mounted to a moving component of
the machine 111, or may be located in other positions
and/or configurations as known in the art.
[0027] The controller 115 is located, as shown, in a
controller room 121 of the elevator shaft 117 and is con-
figured to control the operation of the elevator system
101, and particularly the elevator car 103. For example,
the controller 115 may provide drive signals to the ma-
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chine 111 to control the acceleration, deceleration, lev-
eling, stopping, etc. of the elevator car 103. The controller
115 may also be configured to receive position signals
from the position encoder 113. When moving up or down
within the elevator shaft 117 along guide rail 109, the
elevator car 103 may stop at one or more landings 125
as controlled by the controller 115. Although shown in a
controller room 121, those of skill in the art will appreciate
that the controller 115 can be located and/or configured
in other locations or positions within the elevator system
101.
[0028] The machine 111 may include a motor or similar
driving mechanism. In accordance with embodiments of
the disclosure, the machine 111 is configured to include
an electrically driven motor. The power supply for the
motor may be any power source, including a power grid,
which, in combination with other components, is supplied
to the motor.
[0029] Although shown and described with a roping
system, elevator systems that employ other methods and
mechanisms of moving an elevator car within an elevator
shaft, such as hydraulic and/or ropeless elevators, may
employ embodiments of the present disclosure. FIG. 1
is merely a non-limiting example presented for illustrative
and explanatory purposes.
[0030] Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown an embod-
iment of a processing system 200 for implementing the
teachings herein. In this embodiment, the system 200
has one or more central processing units (processors)
21a, 21b, 21c, etc. (collectively or generically referred to
as processor(s) 21). In one or more embodiments, each
processor 21 may include a reduced instruction set com-
puter (RISC) microprocessor. Processors 21 are coupled
to system memory 34 (RAM) and various other compo-
nents via a system bus 33. Read only memory (ROM)
22 is coupled to the system bus 33 and may include a
basic input/output system (BIOS), which controls certain
basic functions of system 200.
[0031] FIG. 2 further depicts an input/output (I/O)
adapter 27 and a network adapter 26 coupled to the sys-
tem bus 33. I/O adapter 27 may be a small computer
system interface (SCSI) adapter that communicates with
a hard disk 23 and/or tape storage drive 25 or any other
similar component. I/O adapter 27, hard disk 23, and tape
storage device 25 are collectively referred to herein as
mass storage 24. Operating system 40 for execution on
the processing system 200 may be stored in mass stor-
age 24. A network communications adapter 26 intercon-
nects bus 33 with an outside network 36 enabling data
processing system 200 to communicate with other such
systems. A screen (e.g., a display monitor) 35 is con-
nected to system bus 33 by display adaptor 32, which
may include a graphics adapter to improve the perform-
ance of graphics intensive applications and a video con-
troller. In one embodiment, adapters 27, 26, and 32 may
be connected to one or more I/O busses that are con-
nected to system bus 33 via an intermediate bus bridge
(not shown). Suitable I/O buses for connecting peripheral

devices such as hard disk controllers, network adapters,
and graphics adapters typically include common proto-
cols, such as the Peripheral Component Interconnect
(PCI). Additional input/output devices are shown as con-
nected to system bus 33 via user interface adapter 28
and display adapter 32. A keyboard 29, mouse 30, and
speaker 31 all interconnected to bus 33 via user interface
adapter 28, which may include, for example, a Super I/O
chip integrating multiple device adapters into a single in-
tegrated circuit.
[0032] In exemplary embodiments, the processing
system 200 includes a graphics processing unit 41.
Graphics processing unit 41 is a specialized electronic
circuit designed to manipulate and alter memory to ac-
celerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended
for output to a display. In general, graphics processing
unit 41 is very efficient at manipulating computer graphics
and image processing and has a highly parallel structure
that makes it more effective than general-purpose CPUs
for algorithms where processing of large blocks of data
is done in parallel. The processing system 200 described
herein is merely exemplary and not intended to limit the
application, uses, and/or technical scope of the present
disclosure, which can be embodied in various forms
known in the art.
[0033] Thus, as configured in FIG. 2, the system 200
includes processing capability in the form of processors
21, storage capability including system memory 34 and
mass storage 24, input means such as keyboard 29 and
mouse 30, and output capability including speaker 31
and display 35. In one embodiment, a portion of system
memory 34 and mass storage 24 collectively store an
operating system coordinate the functions of the various
components shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is merely a non-
limiting example presented for illustrative and explana-
tory purposes.
[0034] Turning now to an overview of technologies that
are more specifically relevant to aspects of the disclo-
sure, during elevator maintenance and inspection oper-
ations, an elevator mechanic must occasionally inspect
the top of an elevator car and the bottom of the elevator
car. This may require the elevator mechanic to exit the
elevator car and enter the elevator hoistway.
[0035] Turning now to an overview of the aspects of
the disclosure, one or more embodiments address the
above-described shortcomings of the prior art by provid-
ing cameras for automated elevator inspections. Cam-
eras located on the top and/or the bottom of an elevator
car are arranged to capture images and video of compo-
nents of the elevator car. For example, a camera could
focus on a roller and/or counter weight to allow for in-
spection by an elevator mechanic. The cameras can au-
tomatically capture images or video for these compo-
nents on an elevator car and transmit, via a transceiver,
to an elevator mechanic utilizing a user device such as
a laptop, mobile phone, and the like. The capture images
and videos are transmitted to the user in a specific se-
quence that allows the user (e.g., mechanic) to inspect
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the components of the elevator car. Some common in-
spection points for an elevator include, but are not limited
to, cleanliness of the top and bottom of the car, inspection
box, rollers, and oil level indicators, water/cleanliness of
the pad, the counterweight, governors, and tension de-
vices. For example, some bottom of the car inspection
points include rollers, safety links, compensation chains,
travelling cable joints, S hooks, belt tracking, guides(roll-
ing/sliding), and the like. Top of the car inspections points
include rollers, oil level, guides (e.g., rolling/sliding), top
of car cleanliness, top of car box, and any special equip-
ment on top of car that needs regular checks (e.g., more
than what is mandated by code or otherwise). Inspection
poitns for the general hoistway include views of machines
in the hoistway, almost entire rope as the elevator moves
in the hoistway, hoistway door and door locks, door sills,
and the like. The bottom of car and hoistway pit points
of interest also include cleanliness, water leaks, buffers,
governor tension devices, and the governor sheave, and
any equipment in hoistway pit. Each of the cameras are
arranged to capture images and video of the different
elevator components. Or, in alternate embodiments, the
cameras are adjustable to pan, zoom, and focus on mul-
tiple components. Images and video can be captured and
transmitted in one or more sequences to a user. For ex-
ample, one type of sequence can be specific to a certain
type of inspection. Another type of sequence can be user-
specific (e.g., the user defines the sequence of images
and video).
[0036] Turning now to a more detailed description of
aspects of the present disclosure, FIG. 3 depicts a system
300 for inspecting an elevator system. The system 300
includes an elevator car 304 at least one camera(s) 310
located on or around the elevator car 304. The system
300 also includes a controller 302, a network 320, a da-
tabase 310, and a user device 308.
[0037] In one or more embodiments, the controller 302
can be implemented on the processing system 200 found
in FIG. 2. Additionally, a cloud computing system can be
in wired or wireless electronic communication with one
or all of the elements of the system 300. Cloud computing
can supplement, support or replace some or all of the
functionality of the elements of the system 300. Addition-
ally, some or all of the functionality of the elements of
system 300 can be implemented as a node of a cloud
computing system. A cloud computing node is only one
example of a suitable cloud computing node and is not
intended to suggest any limitation as to the scope of use
or functionality of embodiments described herein.
[0038] In one or more embodiments, the controller 302
is operable to control the cameras 310 and capture im-
ages and video from each of the cameras 310 to store
in a database 310 or transmit directly to a user device
308 via the network 320. In one embodiment, the cam-
eras 310 may be controlled and images and video cap-
tured through the cloud server 320, user device 308, or
some other remotely located device. The user device 308
can include a device carried by a user, such as a smart

phone, PDA, tablet, laptop, etc. The cameras 310 can
be mounted in an elevator system at locations such as,
for example, the top of a hoistway, the bottom of a hoist-
way, the top of an elevator car 304, the bottom of the
elevator car 304, a machine room, or any other location
in the elevator system, including within the elevator car
304.
[0039] In one or more embodiments, the cameras 310
can be any type of camera that can be used to generate
video and/or still frame images. The cameras 310 can
capture any type of video images such as, for example,
infrared images, depth, image, and the like. The cameras
310 can be wired or wireless cameras that can connect
to the controller 302 through a wired or wireless network
connection. The cameras 310 mentioned herein are only
examples of suitable camera types and are not intended
to suggest any limitation as to the scope of use or func-
tionality of the cameras.
[0040] In one or more embodiments, the controller 302,
cloud server, 320, user device 308, and/or any other de-
sired node can capture a series of images and videos
(i.e., media) for a set of locations corresponding to com-
ponents and areas of interest on or around the elevator
car 304. The controller 302 captures the media and trans-
mits the media arranged in one or more sequences for
review by a mechanic for inspection of the elevator car
304. The sequences can be pre-set sequences. For ex-
ample, the media can be transmitted and displayed on a
user 308 device and cycled every 10 seconds for review
by the user. The set of locations are pre-set in the se-
quence to allow for review by the mechanic. The media
capture by the cameras 310 can be done periodically or
can be upon a user request. Capturing the media peri-
odically can be done according with prescribed mainte-
nance and/or elevator inspection code requirements.
Code requires an inspection every 6 months which can
trigger the capturing of media related to certain required
inspection components every 6 months. In addition, el-
evator codes may require an inspection every year relat-
ed to certain components which could trigger the captur-
ing of media related to those components on a yearly
basis. In one embodiment, capturing the media periodi-
cally can be done in accordance with any desired code
interval. In one or more embodiments, in addition to the
pre-set locations, a user can request specific locations
for the cameras to focus on based on input to the user
device 308. For example, a user may request another
angle of a roller on the elevator car 304. The controller
302 could automatically adjust a camera 310 near the
requested roller to obtain the proper angle or view. Or
the user could adjust the camera 310 by inputting com-
mands into the user device 308. In one or more embod-
iments, the cameras are operable to pan, zoom, adjust
angles, and otherwise maneuver to view multiple loca-
tions on the elevator car 304.
[0041] In one or more embodiments, the controller 302,
cloud server 320, user device 308, or some other remote-
ly located device can automatically notify a user via the
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user device 308 of a scheduled inspection of the elevator
car 304. The controller 302 can transmit a sequence of
images or videos of a set of locations on or around the
elevator car 304 and as the user is viewing each image
or video, the user can input a confirmation of the inspec-
tion as the sequence is cycling. For example, a sequence
of pre-set images may be presented to the mechanic and
as each image is reviewed by the user, the user can input
into the user device 308 an indication that the pre-set
image passes the inspection, fails the inspection, or re-
quires a follow up. The user can also save one or more
of the images or videos for further review by the user or
have the images or videos be sent to another user such
as a manager or another mechanic for review. The se-
quences of images and videos are stored in the database
310 and can be accessed by multiple user devices 308
via the network 320.
[0042] In one or more embodiments, the controller 302
cloud server 320, user device 308, or some other remote-
ly located device can store images of components for the
elevator car 304 that have been accepted by the me-
chanic as being in good operating condition. These im-
ages can be utilized as reference images for one or all
of the components of the elevator car 304. The reference
images can be stored in the database 310 for access at
another time. For example, the reference images may
be obtained while a mechanic is on site working on the
elevator car 304 and has deemed that all components of
the car 304 are operating within normal tolerances. The
controller 302 can capture new images of the set of lo-
cations from the cameras 310 at a later time and compare
these new images to the reference images for the corre-
sponding locations. These new images can be captured
at a specific time, periodically, or as requested by a me-
chanic. The controller 302 can compare the new images
to the reference images using image analyzation tech-
niques, to determine any changes between the reference
images and the new images. A comparison score can be
obtained based on the changes between the images.
This may be performed by comparing pixel values at the
same locations in the new image and the reference im-
age, or by any other known image comparison tool. A
difference in pixel value at one location in the new image
and the reference image indicates a change between the
new image and the reference image. The absolute values
of all the pixel differences between new image and the
reference image may then be summed to generate a
comparison score. The pixel comparisons may be made,
for example, based on change in color, change in bright-
ness, etc.
[0043] In one or more embodiments, if the comparison
score exceeds a threshold value, the controller 302 can
generate an alert and send the alert to the user device
308. The threshold value can be adjusted by the user.
Multiple threshold values can be set to determine the
type of alert sent to the user. For example, exceeding a
larger threshold value may generate an alert sent more
frequently or sent to multiple user devices 308 to amplify

the severity of the change to the component image.
[0044] FIG. 4 depicts a flow diagram of a method for
inspecting an elevator system according to one or more
embodiments. The method 400 includes receiving, by a
processor, a request to inspect an elevator car in an el-
evator system, wherein a plurality of cameras are affixed
to the elevator car, as shown at block 402. At block 404,
the method 400 includes capturing, from the plurality of
cameras, media associated with a set of locations,
wherein the set of locations are associated with the at
least on elevator car. The method 400, at block 406, in-
cludes transmitting, a sequence of media captured from
each of the plurality of cameras to controller 302 for
processing as described herein.
[0045] Additional processes may also be included. It
should be understood that the processes depicted in FIG.
4 represent illustrations and that other processes may
be added or existing processes may be removed, mod-
ified, or rearranged without departing from the scope and
spirit of the present disclosure.
[0046] FIG. 5 is a perspective view of escalator 10,
which includes first landing 12, second landing 14, a con-
tinuous loop of steps 16, handrails 18, balustrades 42
defining a passenger riding area therebetween, drive
system 44, and machine rooms 46, 48. Steps 16 extend
from first landing 12 to second landing 14. Balustrades
22 extend along the side of steps 16 from first landing 12
to second landing 14, and handrails 18 are slidingly en-
gaged with each balustrade 22. Drive system 44 is con-
figured to drive steps 16 and handrails 18 at a constant
speed and in synchrony with one another. A first portion
of drive system 24 is located in machine room 46 and a
second portion of drive system 44 is located in machine
room 48. FIG. 5 is merely a non-limiting example pre-
sented for illustrative and explanatory purposes.
[0047] In one or more embodiments, one or more cam-
eras can be affixed to locations on the escalator 10 to
capture media related to inspection of the escalator. For
example, a camera can be affixed to the drive system 44
and machine rooms 46, 48 to capture media related to
components of the escalator system 10. In one or more
embodiments, a controller is operable to control the cam-
eras and capture images and video from each of the cam-
eras to store in a database or transmit directly to a user
device via the network. In one embodiment, the cameras
may be controlled and images and video captured
through a cloud server, user device, or some other re-
motely located device. The controller, cloud server, user
device, and/or any other desired node can capture a se-
ries of images and videos (i.e., media) for a set of loca-
tions corresponding to components and areas of interest
on or around the escalator 10. The controller captures
the media and transmits the media arranged in one or
more sequences for review by a mechanic for inspection
of the escalator 10. The sequences can be pre-set se-
quences. For example, the media can be transmitted and
displayed on a user device and cycled every 10 seconds
for review by the user. The set of locations are pre-set in
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the sequence to allow for review by the mechanic. The
media capture by the cameras can be done periodically
or can be upon a user request. Capturing the media pe-
riodically can be done according with prescribed main-
tenance and/or escalator inspection code requirements.
In one or more embodiments, in addition to the pre-set
locations, a user can request specific locations for the
cameras to focus on based on input to the user device.
[0048] A detailed description of one or more embodi-
ments of the disclosed apparatus and method are pre-
sented herein by way of exemplification and not limitation
with reference to the Figures.
[0049] The term "about" is intended to include the de-
gree of error associated with measurement of the partic-
ular quantity based upon the equipment available at the
time of filing the application.
[0050] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular embodiments only and is not in-
tended to be limiting of the present disclosure. As used
herein, the singular forms "a", "an" and "the" are intended
to include the plural forms as well, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood
that the terms "comprises" and/or "comprising," when
used in this specification, specify the presence of stated
features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or
components, but do not preclude the presence or addi-
tion of one or more other features, integers, steps, oper-
ations, element components, and/or groups thereof.
[0051] While the present disclosure has been de-
scribed with reference to an exemplary embodiment or
embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the
art that various changes may be made and equivalents
may be substituted for elements thereof without depart-
ing from the scope of the present disclosure. In addition,
many modifications may be made to adapt a particular
situation or material to the teachings of the present dis-
closure without departing from the essential scope there-
of. Therefore, it is intended that the present disclosure
not be limited to the particular embodiment disclosed as
the best mode contemplated for carrying out this present
disclosure, but that the present disclosure will include all
embodiments falling within the scope of the claims.

Claims

1. An elevator system comprising:

at least one elevator car;
a camera affixed to the at least one elevator car,
wherein the camera is operated by a controller;
and
wherein the controller is configured to:

automatically capture, from the camera,
media associated with a set of locations,
wherein the set of locations are associated
with the at least one elevator car; and

transmit, by a transceiver, one or more se-
quences of the media captured from the
camera.

2. The elevator system of Claim 1, wherein the camera
is a first camera; and further comprising:

a second camera affixed to the at least one el-
evator car, wherein the second camera is oper-
ated by the controller; and
wherein the controller is configured to:

automatically capture, from the second
camera, media associated with the set of
locations; and
transmit, by a transceiver, one or more se-
quences of the media captured from the
second camera.

3. The elevator system of Claim 1 or 2, wherein the
media comprises at least one of an image and a vid-
eo.

4. The elevator system of Claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the
media associated with the set of locations is captured
at a first time;
wherein the set of locations comprise locations as-
sociated with components of the at least one elevator
car;
wherein the controller is further configured to:

automatically capture, from the camera, second
media associated with the set of locations,
wherein the second media is captured at a sec-
ond time;
wherein the second time is different from the first
time;
compare the media to the second media to de-
termine a change to at least one of the compo-
nents of the at least one elevator car; and
transmit an alert based at least on the change
to the at least one of the components.

5. The elevator system of any preceding Claim, where-
in the controller is further configured to:

receive reference media associated with the set
of locations;
compare the media to the reference media to
determine a change to at least one of the com-
ponents of the at least one elevator car; and
transmit an alert based at least on the change
to the at least one of the components.

6. The elevator system of Claim 5, wherein the refer-
ence media comprises media captured during an in-
spection of one or more components associated with
the set of locations.
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7. The elevator system of Claim 5 or 6, wherein the
reference media comprises media of one or more
components associated with the set of locations that
are operating within normal tolerances.

8. The elevator system of any preceding Claim, where-
in the one or more sequences of the media are trans-
mitted periodically.

9. The elevator system of Claim 8, wherein the media
transmitted periodically is according to an elevator
inspection schedule.

10. The elevator system of Claim 9, wherein the elevator
inspection schedule comprises the set of locations
associated with the at least one elevator car.

11. The elevator system of any preceding Claim, where-
in the one or more sequences of the media captured
from the camera can be based at least in part on a
type of inspection.

12. The elevator system of any preceding Claim, where-
in the one or more sequences of the media captured
from the camera can be based at least in part on a
user input.

13. A method for inspecting an elevator system, the
method comprising:

receiving, by a processor, a request to inspect
an elevator car in an elevator system, wherein
a camera is affixed to the elevator car;
capturing, from the camera, media associated
with a set of locations, wherein the set of loca-
tions are associated with the elevator car; and
transmitting, a sequence of media captured from
the camera.

14. The method of Claim 13, wherein the camera is a
first camera; and further comprising:

capturing, from a second camera, media asso-
ciated with the set of locations; and
transmitting a second sequence of media cap-
tured from the second camera.

15. An escalator system comprising:

a passenger riding area defined by a continuous
loop of steps, one or more balustrades, and one
or more handrails;
a drive system;
at least one machine room;
a camera affixed to at least one portion of the
escalator system, wherein the camera is oper-
ated by a controller; and
wherein the controller is configured to:

automatically capture, from the camera,
media associated with a set of locations,
wherein the set of locations are associated
with the escalator system; and
transmit, by a transceiver, one or more se-
quences of the media captured from the
camera.
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